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RATE SCHEDULE SRRRS 
SPECIAL REDUCED RATE RESIDENTIAL SERVICE 

 
All current RS customers and prospective RS customers who present to the Company satisfactory 
proof of eligibility to (a) Social Security Supplemental Security Income (SSI), (b) Aid to Families 
With Dependent Children (AFDC), (c) Aid to Families With Dependent Children - Unemployed 
(AFDC-U), or (d) food stamps, if such food stamp recipients are sixty (60) years of age or older, 
are entitled to Special Reduced Rate Residential Service (SRRRS); and service to them shall be 
available under Rate Schedule RS, less a credit of twenty percent (20%) each month for the billing 
months of December, January, February, March, and April of each year.  This discount applies to 
all rates and charges billable under the RS rate schedule, including those originating from other 
applicable provisions of this tariff.  Pursuant to West Virginia Code §9-9-18, all references in this 
tarif f section to AFDC and AFDC-U shall be understood to include the temporary assistance for 
needy families (TANF) program. 
 

 Any person desiring to qualify under Rate Schedule SRRRS shall present at the Company's local 
of fice an application completed in accordance with rules adopted by the West Virginia Department 
of  Health and Human Services pursuant to West Virginia Code §24-2A-1(b).  Provided, if an SSI, 
AFDC, AFDC-U, or food stamp recipient is living in a household which is served under the name of 
a person who is not on SSI, AFDC, AFDC-U, or food stamp recipient, that service may not be 
changed subsequent to March 12, 1983, to the name of the SSI, AFDC, AFDC-U, or food stamp 
recipient in order to qualify under Rate Schedule SRRRS.  After any period (including a period 
during which Rate Schedule SRRRS is not in effect) during which a customer does not receive 
service under Rate Schedule SRRRS, that customer must reapply in order to receive service 
under such Rate Schedule. 
 
In determining whether an applicant is eligible under Rate Schedule SRRRS, the Company is 
entitled to rely on the information which is provided to it directly or indirectly by the West Virginia 
Department of Health and Human Services. 
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